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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we show that every essentially stochastic (es.) matrix A of order 
n > 2 is a product of at most q(n) elementary es. matrices, where q(n) is a quadratic 
polynomial in n, whenever the field of entries F is not GF(2). When F-GF(2) and 
(continued) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 5%” (F) denote the set of all matrices of order n > 2 with entries from 
the field F. A matrix in mk (F) whose row sums are all equal to 1 is called 
an essentially stochastic (es.) matrix. We denote the set of all such e.s. 
matrices by S,(F). The identity matrix of order n, I,,, is in S,(F). When 
char(F) J’ n, the matrix J,,, all of whose entries are n- ‘, is also in S, (F). It is 
easy to verify that if A is a nonsingular matrix in 5, (F) then A-’ is also in 
S,,(F). Now, the simplest type of matrix in S,(F) different from Z,, is of the 
form 
aEF, (1.1) 
LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS APPLICATIONS 17, 79-93 (1977) 
0 Elsevier North-Holland, Inc., 1977 
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n > 3, we obtain a similar result with the class of elementary es. matrices extended to 
include the quasi-elementary es. matrices. If the rank of A is r, the number of 
singular factors in these factorizations is n - r, and this number is minimal. If desired, 
these factorizations can be modified so that all of the singular factors are a particular 
elementary e.s. matrix. 
for i,j=l, 2 ,..., n, i#i, where the blank spaces in the matrix correspond to 
zero entries. Such a 
det$(a)= (Y, _$(a) 
verified that 
matrix will be called an elementary e.s. matrix. Since 
is singular only when cx = 0. When OL #O it is easily 
Li;i(“)=Lil(“-i). (1.2) 
Also, since n > 2, we have Z, = L,,(l). Hence, the nonsingular elementary e.s. 
matrices of order n generate a multiplicative group Q,(F) which is a 
subgroup of the group X, (F) of all nonsingular e.s. matrices in S, (F). Now, 
the question arises as to whether “11, (F) = ‘?-& (F) for n > 2. When F = GF(2) 
there are no nonsingnlar elementary e.s. matrices of order n > 2 different 
from I,,, yet there exists in S,,(GF(2)) th e nonsingular transposition matrix 
Hence %,,(GF(2)) $ X, (GF(2)). H owever, we shall show that this is the 
only case for which this happens, ie., %n (F) = x,,(F) for all fields F# GF(2). 
Generalizing this question, we may ask whether every e.s. matrix of order 
n > 2 is a product of elementary e.s. matrices. This again is true when 
FfGF(2). In order to treat the case where F=GF(2) and n > 3, we consider 
another simple type of matrix in Sn(GF(2)) of the form 
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for i,i, k=l, 2 ,..., n, i # i# k # i, where the blank spaces in the matrix 
correspond to zero entries. Such an es. matrix is called quasi-elementay. It 
is easily seen that every quasi-elementary es. matrix Giik is nonsingular and 
that Gj,< ’ = Gijk. We can then show that every nonsingular e.s. matrix in 
s,(GF(2)), 72 > 3, is a product of quasi-elementary e.s. matrices. More 
generally, we show that every e.s. matrix in Sn(GF(2)), n > 3, is a product of 
elementary and quasi-elementary e.s. matrices. Thus the only full set of e.s. 
matrices for which our results do not hold is the set 
and in this set it is only the transposition matrix 0 1 
[ 1 1 0 which is not a 
product of elementary (or quasi-elementary) e.s. matrices. With regard to 
these factorizations, a natural problem is to determine how many elementary 
or quasi-elementary factors are required to so express any e.s. matrix in 
S,(F). In each case we obtain an upper bound which is a quadratic 
polynomial in the order 72. In all cases, if the e.s. matrix has rank r, then the 
number of singular factors in the factorization is n-r, this number is 
minimal, and, with a small modification of the factorization, all of these 
singular factors may be taken to be a particular elementary e.s. matrix, e.g., 
-&,(O)* 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we prove some general results which are needed later for 
the proofs of the main results of this paper. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A E S,(F) have rank r, 1 < r< n. Then both ALii(0) 
and Lii(0)A haue rank at least r- 1 for evey i, i, i# 1, 1< i, i g n. 
Proof. If we denote the kth column of A by A @), we have schematically 
: : 
ALii(0)= A(‘) ,..., A(“-‘),=j ,A(‘+‘) ,..., A(/-‘), A(‘)+A(i) ,A(i+‘) ,..., A(“) 
I 
. 
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Let 6!. be a basis of r vectors for the column space of A. If at most one of the 
vectors A(“) and A(f) is in &, then the rank of ALii(0) is at least r- 1. Suppose 
both A (‘) and A (1) are in Ci? . Then every vector in & - {A @), A (j)} is a column 
of AL,! (0). Since 6? is a linearly independent set of vectors, A (4 + A(i) # 6, 
whence (61? - {A(‘),A(i)})u {A(‘)+A(i)} is a linearly independent set of vec- 
tors, and the rank of ALif is again at least T- 1. Next, denoting the kth row 
of A by ACkJ, we have schematically 
i : 
T 
AT,,,...,A~-,,,AT,~,A~+,),...,ATi),...,AT,) 
I 
* (2.2) 
Since at most one vector from a basis for the row space of A does not appear 
as a row of $(O)A, the rank of L,(O)A is at least T - 1. n 
LEMMA 2.2. The matrix 
is a product of n- 1 singular elementary e.s. matrices. In fact 
The number n - 1 is the smallest number of singular factors in any facto&a- 
tion of Q,, into elementary e.s. matrices. 
Proof The factorization (2.3) is readily verified by direct multiplication 
of the matrices on the right side according to the bracketing 
Now consider any factorization of Qn into elementary e.s. matrices. Since Q,, 
has rank I and, by Lemma 2.1, each singular factor can lower the rank of the 
product by at most 1, n - 1 is the smallest number of singular factors in this 
factorization of Qn, n 
The e.s. analogue of equivalence of matrices is defined in S,,(F) as 
follows. 
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DEFINITION. Let A,B E 5, (F). Then A and B are said to be equiualent, 
written A 4 B, in S,(F) if there exist nonsingular matrices C, D E S,(F) 
such that CAD= B. 
We note that if A 2 B in S, (F), then A and B have the same rank. If A 
E 
and B have the same rank, then A = B in a%L,, (F). Thus, the full converse 
will be obtained if it can be shown that A s B in ti%, (F) implies that A 2 B 
in S,(F). This has been done by Beasley in [l]. For completeness we give a 
discussion of it here. In order to show it we need a few preliminaries. 
Consider first the case where char (F) ,+’ n. Here any matrix of the form 
where X is nonsingular and the second through the last column sums of X,, 
are 0, is nonsingular, and its inverse has the form 
x_‘= n-l **- 
n 
i 
* 
n-1 + x;J, 
1 
(2.5) 
where the asterisk denotes unspecified entries and the second through the 
last row sums of X,-l are all 0 (cf. 121). If A E 5, (F) then it is straightforward 
to verify that X,- ‘AX, has the form 
X,- ‘AX, = 
1 a, ‘.. a,_, 
0 !----- A 0 1 a 52 H-1 0' A ’ (2.6) 
where a=(~, ,..., u,_i) and O-(0 ,..., 0) are of length n - 1. Next, consider 
the case where char(F)(n. Here any matrix of the form 
*?lw (2.7) 
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where Z is nonsingular and the first through the (n - 1)st column sums of Z,, 
are 0, is nonsingular, and its inverse has the form 
where the asterisk denotes unspecified entries and the second through the 
last row sums are all 0. If A E s, (F), it is easy to verify that Z,-‘AZ, also has 
the form given in (2.6). In the special case n=2 we have 
z = 1 0 =z,’ 
2 
[ 1 1 1 
and 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
where A is an element of F, char(F) = 2. 
The following result is implicit in [l]. 
LEMMA 2.3. Define W,, to be X, if char(F) $ n and Z,, if char(F) Zf 
k E%_+,(F) is of the form 
1 e, +*f en_, 
lj= O H------_ zi -[q], 0 
then W,,I?Wne’ E 5, (F). 
Proof. For char(F) ,j’ n the entry in position (i, j) of W,,.l?W,,- ’ is 
n 
n-l+ 2 ek_lxk + f: i: X*&,X;i. (2.11) 
k=2 k-2 Z-2 
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By (2.11) the ith row sum of W,,iW,’ is 
i n-l+ kg2ek-l i xi+ i: 2 xilelk 5 xii 
i-1 j=l k=2 1=2 i=l 
=1+0+0=1, i=1,2 ,,.., 12. 
Hence W,I?W,’ E 5, (F) w en h char(F) tn. For char(F)(n the entry in 
position (i, i) of W,,EW,,- ’ is 
(2.12) 
where S,$ is the Kronecker delta. By (2.12) the ith row sum of W,,Z?W,’ is 
5 ($,-l)+ k+2ek-l i z&+ i i %lelk !lz& 
j-1 j=l k=2 I=2 
-(n-1)(-1)+0+0=1, i=l, 2 , * . * 3 n. 
Thus W,I?W,‘E 5, (F) when char(F)ln also. l 
We are now in position to prove the result for equivalence mentioned 
earlier in this section. This appears as a special case of a theorem in [l], but 
for completeness the proof is given here. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A,B E S, (F). Zf A E B in U%n((F), then A 2 B in 
s,(F), and conversely. Thus A 2 B in S,(F) if and only if A and B have 
the same .rank. 
Proof. Suppose A 2 B in %,,(F). Then there exist nonsingular matrices 
R, S E u%+, (F) such that RAS = B. Now for a matrix W, as defined in Lemma 
2.3 we habe 
(wp~w~)( w~-~AW,)( We-‘SW,)= wn-lsw, 
or, by (2.6) (which applies to 2, also), 
1 b, ... b,_, 
: I------ 
s*= 0 
B 
0 
1 > (2.13) 
I 
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where R * = W,,- ‘R W,, and S* = W, ‘SW,, are nonsingular and A”, R E 
%“_,(F) (allowing n-l= 1 here). This implies that i and R have the same 
rank, whence i z R in j3Rn_,(F). Thus, there exist nonsingular matrices 
c,D E%,,_,(F) for which Cii?= B”. We now set 
where Z = (a,, , . . , a, _ J and b= (b,, . . . , b,,), and construct 
C=[xl and fi=[$\, 
L ’ A L 1 _I 
where C= (c,,. ..,c,,_i) and d= (d,, . . .,d,_,) are as yet unspecified. Then 
(2.14) 
where d and D are nonsingular. If we choose C arbitrarily and set d= 6- cfi 
- FAD, then (2.14) becomes 
&C=li, (2.15) 
which yields 
(W$W”-~)A(w$w~-i)=~. (2.16) 
By Lemma 2.3, C= W,dW,,-’ and D= W,,dW,’ are in S,(F) and they are 
nonsingular. Thus CAD = B for nonsingular C, D E 5, (F), which means that 
A 2 B in S,(F). The converse is trivial. We can now conclude that A E B 
in 5, (F) if and only if A and B have the same rank. n 
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COROLLARY 2.5. Let A E s,, (F) have rank r, 1 Q r < n. Then A 2 Z,_r -l- 
Q,,-,+l and A z Q,,_,+iiZr_-l in s,(F). 
This gives us simple canonical forms for equivalence of matrices in 
&,(F). 
3. FACTORIZATIONS FOR FZGF (2) 
In this section we show that every matrix in s,(F), F#GF(2), can be 
factored into a product of elementary e.s. matrices, and obtain upper bounds 
for the number of factors in this product. These bounds are quadratic 
polynomials in the matrix order n. When the matrix has rank r, the product 
has n - r singular factors and this number is minimal. 
LEMMA 3.1. Evey nonsingular matrix A ES,(F), F#GF(2), is a prod- 
uct of nonsingular elementary e.s. matrices in S,(F). This product requires 
at most 3 factors. 
Proof. Let 
be a nonsingular matrix in S,(F). Then a + b # 1. If a # 0, then 
A= Lzl((a+ b-l)a-l)L,z(a), 
and if b#O, 
A=L,,((a+b-l)b-‘)L,,(b). (3.2) 
Suppose a = b = 0. Since F# GF(2) there is an element c #O, 1 in F and we 
have 
A= ’ 1 
[ 1 1 0 
=L,,((l-c)-l)L,,(l-c-l)L,,(c). (3.3) 
It is easy to verify that this es. matrix cannot be expressed as a product of 
two elementary es. matrices. This proves the lemma. H 
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THEOREM 3.2. Every non&g&r matrix A E S,(F), F#GF(2), is a 
product of nonsingular elementary e.s. matrices in S,(F). This product 
requires at most n2+2n -5 factors. 
Proof By the previous lemma we have this result for n = 2. Assume, 
inductively, that the result is true for order n - 1 > 2, and let A = [a,] be a 
nonsingular matrix in 5, (F), n > 3. Then there must be some row of A 
which is different from (a, a,. . . , a), a E F. Let it be row m, A(,)= 
(a,i, a,,, . *., a,,). By postmultiplying A by nonsingular elementary es. 
matrices in s,(F), we want to transform row m to a row consisting of one 
entry 1 and the remaining entries 0. If A(,) is already of this form, we are 
done. Otherwise, suppose A(,) is not of this form and that the nonzero 
entries in A,,, are amil, amj2,. . . , ami,, t > 2. If t = 2, we have ami, + a,+ = 1 and 
we can transform row m to the desired form by postmultiplying A by 
Lili,((a+, + a,&aGi). If t > 3, there are two cases. Suppose char(F)#2. Then 
there must exist two nonzero entries ami and a+, such that ami, + ami #O and 
postmultiplying A by Lj,jS((a,,,j, + a,,Ja;;) will reduce the (m, IS) e&y to 0. 
Clearly this reduction can be continued to obtain the desired row form in at 
most n - 1 postmultiplications. Now suppose that char (F) = 2. In general, if 
there exist two nonzero entries ami and amiS such that ami + amh # 0, we will 
do as we did in the case char(F) 42 to reduce the (m, j,j entry to 0. If this 
reduction can be continued until we obtain the desired row form, then it will 
require at most n - 1 postmultiplications. Suppose, however, that at some 
point row m consists only of l’s and 0’s. If this occurs at the beginning, then 
t > 3 is odd. Here we postmultiply A by Li,_,i, ( fi), where /3 E F, fl#O, 1 
[such an element exists, since Ff GF(2)]. By further postmultiplication of A 
bY 
Lj*l;-,(I+P)Li,j;((I+P)-l), (3.4) 
where the expression in braces equals 1 if t =3, we reduce row m to the 
desired form, with a 1 in position (m,il), in t postmultiplications, where 
t < n - 1, since A(,) # (1, 1, . . . , 1). If row m consists of an odd number 
e - 1 > 3 of l’s and n - e + 1 O’s after u + 1 > 1 postmultiplications, then just 
prior to the last postmultiplication row m must have consisted of an even 
number e - 2 of l’s, the entries 1+ 01 and (Y for some (Y #O, 1 in F, and O’s, 
where e < n - u. Assume that at this stage the l’s are in columns k,, 
k,,...,k,_,, the 1+ a is in column k,_r, and the (Y in column k,; then 
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postmultiplication of the matrix here by 
will reduce row m to the desired form, with a 1 in position (m, k,), in at most 
u + e - 1 < n - 1 postmultiplications altogether. Hence, for any field F# 
GF(2) we can reduce row m of A to the desired form in at most n - 1 
postmultiplications by nonsingular elementary es. matrices. Now suppose 
that the 1 in the resulting row m appears in column p. By premultiplying the 
resulting matrix B = [I+] by nonsingular elementary e.s. matrices in 5, (F) we 
now want to reduce all of the entries in column p of B outside of row m to 
O’s without disturbing row m. Let the pth column of B be B(P) = 
(b,,, b,,, . . . , 4,p)T, where bmp = 1. Since B is nonsingular, B (P)# (1, I,. . . , l)T; 
hence there is an entry different from 1 in B (PI. Let B (14 have f entries equal 
to 1 and g entries different from 0 and 1. Then 1 < f < n - 1 and 1 < f+ g < 
n. Let the l’s be in rows h,, h,, . . ., hP where h,=m, and the entries yl, 
y2, *. * > yg different from 0 and 1 be in rows Z,, I,, . . . ,I,, respectively, when 
g >O. Suppose g>O. Then premultiplication of B by 
Lh31,(Yl(Yl-1)-1)LhzG(Yl(Yl-~)-1))~ (3.6) 
where the expression in braces equals 1 if f= 1, reduces column p to the 
desired form without disturbing row m in at most f- 1+ g < n - 1 premulti- 
plications. Now suppose g= 0. If f= 1, we already have the desired form; 
hence we assume that f > 1. Since f < n - 1 there is a 0 entry in B (P). Let it 
be in row q. Now, since F#GF(2), there is an element p#O, 1 in F, and by 
premultiplying B by 
Lh,hf(~(~--l)-l)Lh,hf(El(EL-l)-l)Lhf9(P) (3.7) 
we reduce column p to the desired form without disturbing row m in at most 
f < n - 1 premultiplications. Hence, in both cases we can reduce column p 
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of B to the desired form in at most n - 1 premultiplications by nonsingular 
elementary e.s. matrices. In the resulting matrix C every entry in row m and 
every entry in column p is a 0 except for the 1 in position (m,p). Premulti- 
plication of C by the transposition permutation matrix-which interchanges 
rows m and p then puts the matrix into a form A which,_ to within 
permutation congruence, is a direct sum of the form 1 ii, A E S,_ r( F) 
nonsingular, and thus set up for application of the induction assumption. 
Since, by Lemma 3.1, this transposition requires premultipl&ation by 3 
elementary e.s. matrices, the total reduction of A to the form A requires at - 
most 2n + 1 nonsingular elementary es. matrices. By induction, A is a 
product of nonsingular elementary e.s. matrices, whence so is A. Letting 
r(n) denote the number of nonsingular elementary es. matrices required in 
such a product for order n, we have the recursive inequality 
77(n) < n(n- l)+ (2n+ I), ?r(2) < 3. (3.8) 
The best inequality solution to (3.8) is 
77(n) < n2+2n-5, n = 2, 3, 4,. . . , (3.9) 
which completes the proof of the theorem. W 
THEOREM 3.3. Every matrix A ES,(F), FZGF(2), is a product of 
elementary es. matrices in S,(F). lf A has rank r, this product has n- T 
singular factors and this number is minimal. The total number of factors in 
this product does not exceed 2n2 + 5n - 10 - r. 
Proof. If A ES,(F) has rank r, 16 r < n, then, by Corollary 2.5, A 5 
4-14 Qn-r+l in s,, (F) or CAD = I,_ i -& Q,,_ r+ i for some nonsingular C, 
D E S,(F). But then 
A=C-‘(Z,,_,+Q,,_,+,)D-‘, (3.10) 
where C-l, D -‘E 5, (F). By Theorem 3.2, C-i and D -’ can each be 
expressed as a product of at most n2+2n -5 nonsingular elementary es. 
matrices, and by Lemma 2.2, Z,_ i i Q,,__*+ i is a product of n - r singular 
elementary e.s. matrices. Altogether, by (3.10), A is a product of at most 
2n2 + 5n - 10 - r elementary e.s. matrices of which exactly n - r are singular. 
Since, by Lemma 2.1, each singular factor can reduce the rank of the 
product by at most 1, n - r is clearly the minimal number of singular factors 
in any factorization of A into elementary e.s. matrices. n 
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COROLLARY 3.4. I~AES,(F), with F#GF(2), has rank T, then A is a 
product of elementary e.s. matrices in which n - r factors are sing&r and 
all of them are taken to be L,,(O). In this product the total number of factors 
does not exceed 2n2+lln-16-7r. 
ProoF By Corollary 2.5, A 2 Qn_-r+l/Z,_-l in s,(F), whence by 
Lemma 2.2 the analogous equation to (3.10) is 
A=C-1L21(0)L,,(O)~~~L,_,+,,,(O)D-’, (3.11) 
where C- ‘, D - ’ E 5, (F) are nonsingular. Since Lk_(0) = P2kL21(0)P2k for any 
k=3, 4,..., n-r+ 1, where P2k is the transposition permutation matrix 
which interchanges rows 2 and k and columns 2 and k, we see that each such 
singular factor in (3.11) can be changed to L,,(O) with the addition of two 
transposition permutation matrices or, by Lemma 3.1, six nonsingular ele- 
mentary e.s. matrices. In the resulting product there are n - r singular factors 
L,,(O) and at most 2n2+5n-lo-r+6(n-r-1)=2n2+lln-16-7r ele- 
mentary e.s. factors altogether. n 
4. FACTORIZATIONS FOR F = GF(2) 
In this section we show that every nonsingular matrix in s,(GF(2)), 
n > 3, can be factored into a product of quasi-elementary e.s. matrices and, 
more generally, that every matrix in s,(GF(2)), n > 3, is a product of 
elementary es. and quasi-elementary e.s. matrices. As in the previous sec- 
tion, we obtain upper bounds which are quadratic polynomials in the matrix 
order n for the number of factors in these products. When the matrix has 
rank r, the product has n - r singular factors, and this is the minimal number 
for any such factorization of the matrix. 
LEMMA 4.1. Every nonsingular matrix AE S,(GF(S)) is a product of 
quasi-elementary e.s. matrices in S,(GF(B)). This factorization requires at 
most 4 factors. Each transposition permutation matrix in S,(GF(2)) is a 
product of 3 and no less than 3 such factors. 
Proof. The quasi-elementary matrices in S,(GF(B)) are 
[i i I], [i % !I, and 1: 1 8]. 
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By direct computation it is seen that each of the 24 nonsingular es. matrices 
in S,( GF (2)) is a product of at most 4 quasi-elementary factors. Each of the 
three transposition permutation matrices is obtained as a product of 3 and no 
fewer quasi-elementary matrices. n 
THEOREM 4.2. Every nonsingular matrix A E Sn(GF(2)), n > 3, is a 
product of quasi-elementary e.s. matrices in S,,(GF(2)). This factorization 
requires at most (3n2 + 5n - 26)/4 factors. 
Proof. By the previous lemma we have this result for n =3. Assume, 
inductively, that the result is true for order n - 1 > 3, and let A = [a,/] be a 
nonsingular matrix in 5, (GF(2)), n > 4. By postmultiplying A by quasi-ele- 
mentary es. matrices in S,(GF(2)) we want to transform row 1 to a row 
with one entry equal to 1 and the remaining entries equal to 0. If the first 
row of A already has this form, we are done. Suppose, however, that A is not 
in this form and that the entries equal to 1 in the first row are in columns jl, 
iz,. . . , it, where t > 3 is odd. Then postmultiplying A by 
(4.1) 
we obtain a matrix B of the desired form, with the I in row I in position 
(1, jl), using at most (n - 1)/2 quasi-elementary factors. By premultiplying B 
by quasi-elementary e.s. matrices in s, (GF (2)) we now want to reduce all 
of the entries in column jl of B outside of row 1 to O’s without disturbing row 
1. Let the entries equal to 1 in column jl be in rows h, = 1, h,, . . . , hy If f = 1 
we are done. Otherwise f > 2, and since B is nonsingular, f < n - 1. There is 
thus at least one 0 in column jl, and we suppose that such a 0 lies in row q. 
Then premultiplying B by 
(4.2) 
we obtain a matrix C of the desired form, using at most n - 2 quasi-elemen- 
tary factors. In the matrix C every entry in row 1 and every entry in column 
il is a 0 except for a 1 in position (1,jJ. Postmultiplication of C by the 
transposition permutation matrix which interchanges columns 1 and jl then 
puts the matrix into the form 1 -iA, where A E S,_,(F) is nonsingular. 
Since, by Lemma 4.1, this transposition requires postmultipl$ation by 3 
quasi-elementary es. matrices, the total reduction_ of A to 1 /A requires at 
most (3n f 1)/2 such matrices. By induction, 1 i A is a product of quasi-ele- 
mentary e.s. matrices, whence A is also. If we let t(n) denote the number of 
quasi-elementary e.s. matrices required in such a product for order n, we 
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have the recursive inequality 
3n+l 
Qz)<‘$(n-1)+- 
2 ’ 
5(3) < 4. (4.3) 
The best inequality solution to (4.3) is 
t(n) G 
3n2+5n-26 
4 ’ 
n=3,4,5 ,..., (44 
and we have the theorem. n 
THEOREM 4.3. Eoey matrix A E~,(GF(~)), n > 3, is a product of 
elementary and quasi-elementay e.s. matrices in S,(GF(2)). The elemen- 
tary es. matrices are singular, and the quasi-elementary e.s. matrices are 
nonsingular. If A has rank r, this product has n - I singular factors, and this 
number is minimal. The total number of factors in this product does not 
exceed (3n2+7n-26-2r)/2. 
Proof. Similar to the proof for Theorem 3.3. n 
COROLLARY 4.4. If A ES,(GF(~)), n > 3, has rank r, then A is a 
product of singular elementary and nonsingular quasi-elementary e.s. 
matrices in which n - r factors are singular and all of them are taken to be 
L,,(O). Zn this product the total number of factors does not exceed (3n2+ 19n 
- 38 - 14r)/2. 
Proof. Similar to that for Corollary 3.4. n 
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